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THE ALL-NEW PELLA® CASEMENT WINDOW

Pella’s new standard casement, with a crank system that needs to be seen, or hidden, to be believed.
• Fold-away handle completely integrates into window frame for a sleek look.

• Patented SureLock® system lifts and locks sash for secure closure.

• Standard venting units now available up to 35″ x 71″.

• High-quality stainless steel operating hardware for durability and performance.

• Clients notice the details. Get noticed with pella.

* VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.*

• 1-800-54-PELLA

• WWW.PELLA.COM

• The McCagg Boatyard

• Whidbey Island, WA
It's possible to add a dramatic focal point to any floor plan you create—with a Superior multiview fireplace. Consider a peninsula (three-sided) or see-through (two-sided) model for a room divider, or a corner unit for a quiet retreat. Superior has a model that's Best for Builders: wood-burning or gas-fired direct-vent, B-vent, vent-free, and catalytic. Vent system alternatives also give builders flexibility for placement. A variety of door and trim options from Superior will complement the décor style of any project.

Call 800-731-8101 for the nearest Superior distributor or dealer and find out about the multitude of Superior possibilities.
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Independence is good. But not when it comes to your home's systems.

Guests are coming. You’re running late. Start the music, turn on the lights, set the thermostat, shut off the sprinklers, download Emeril's latest recipe and the evening weather report...

...and do it all in seconds by touching just one button.

Is this the promise of the future? No it’s the promise of today, thanks to CEDIA, the world's leading home networking association.

Learn more about CEDIA and home networking today by contacting us at 800-669-5329 or www.cedia.org. 

Come Home to CEDIA.
Built-in kitchen appliances from Gaggenau are the perfect balance of form, technology, appearance and practicality.

A wonderful example is the Gaggenau VK 111 built-in steamer. Unlike a pressure cooker, this new multifunction appliance steams and stews food without pressure. Utilizing two cooking inserts, a stepless temperature control and an advanced heating and pressure release system, your water or soup stocks evaporate quickly and efficiently. It allows you to steam gently, while retaining the natural taste, color and aroma inherent in the food. You save vitamins and minerals while using less energy.

To find out more about this cooking innovation or other unique appliances in the Gaggenau collection, call us at 1-800-828-9165. Or visit us online at www.gaggenau.com/us.

The difference is Gaggenau.
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ONLY ONE THING TOPS A WORTHINGTON SQUARE COLUMN—AN ORNAMENTAL WORTHINGTON CAPITAL.

If there's anything better than Worthington square columns, it's everything that comes with them. Our columns range from 6” to 24” in diameter and from 6’ to 30’ in length. We have PermaCast or wood and four different kinds of trim moulding.

To top off your columns, select from a variety of beautifully detailed capitals. Our decorative capitals come in both polyurethane and plaster ready for painting.

Get the full story on Worthington. Call for your free catalog today.

Your source for fine architectural details
WORTHINGTON
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE • DIRECT SALES • JOB-SITE DELIVERY
800.872.1608
Are Callbacks Squeezing Your Profits?

GAF Leak Barriers can help you protect vulnerable leak areas... and put an end to costly callbacks!

Most roofers agree:
Callbacks can severely erode your profitability (and damage your reputation).
In fact, just responding to a homeowner complaint can cost as much as $200—and that doesn't include the cost of any rework.

GAF has found that the most frequent cause of leaks is improperly flashed roof penetrations and poorly constructed valleys.
Our Weather Watch® and StormGuard™ Leak Barriers can provide the extra layer of protection you need to eliminate leaks around plumbing vents, chimneys, skylights, and in valleys—all notorious leak areas.

Each features:
- **Exceptional Leak Protection**...
  Rubberized, fiberglass-reinforced asphalt membrane insures a long-lasting, 100% watertight seal
- **Faster, Easier Installation**...
  Split release film saves labor, while fiberglass reinforcement allows product to roll out flatter
- **Less Waste**...
  Special adhesive allows you to reposition membrane and eliminate costly scrap
- **Enhanced Safety**...
  Your choice of Slip-Guard™ granular surface (on Weather Watch) or special patterned film surface (on StormGuard)
- **Peace Of Mind**...
  Benefits from the same ltd. warranty term as the asphalt shingle it is applied under—up to a maximum of 30 years

So consider using GAF’s Leak Barriers on every roofing job—and put an end to costly callbacks!

Quality You Can Trust Since 1886...from North America’s Largest Roofing Manufacturer

GAF Materials Corporation • 1361 Alps Road • Wayne, NJ 07470
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It's big. It's clumsy. And it's not too bright.

Sound like your architectural software?

You can continue plodding along with your current CAD software, or you can make the smart move to ArchiCAD. It can be mastered surprisingly fast, and only ArchiCAD has been designed specifically for architects. Really, isn't it time you raised your standards and let go of the past? Embrace the intelligent and integrated approach to building design and documentation.

SEVEN REASONS TO SWITCH

- Intuitive commands easy to master
- Fully AutoCAD compatible
- Remarkable efficiency gains and ROI
- Cutting edge presentation features
- Fully parametric objects
- Time-saving automatic documentation
- 30-day money back guarantee

ArchiCAD

Graphisoft and ArchiCAD are registered trademarks of Graphisoft R&D Rt.
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follow the leaders

some of the best in the business share the secrets of their success.

by S. Claire Conroy

Why do we love stories about successful people so much? A&E built a hit cable station largely on the popularity of its celebrity biographies. But every medium has plumbed the lives of the rich and famous, looking for the secrets of their success. Maybe if we watch, read, or listen closely enough, we’ll figure out how to grab the brass ring for ourselves.

Learning by example is very effective. And finding great examples for you to learn from is the essential mission of residential architect. We’re here to help you improve your business by introducing you to the best in the profession. Nearly every issue profiles a talented residential architect or architectural firm, and if you look closely at the chronicle you’ll find the reasons behind those triumphs.

In this issue, we pay special tribute to several outstanding residential architects with our 2000 Leadership Awards. Selected by the editors of residential architect for their exceptional accomplishments in both design and practice, these architects are leaders by example. They’ve set standards that all residential architects would do well to emulate. And so, we choose Centerbrook Architects and Planners as our Top Firm of the year and SALA Architects as our Rising Star winner. But we’ve also singled out one individual for a Hall of Fame award: We honor Peter Bohlin, FAIA, of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, for his outstanding career achievement as a designer of beautiful, one-of-a-kind houses. Our winners’ stories begin on page 41.

You’ll want to give extra attention to their profiles, because these architects don’t just excel in one area—they do everything exceedingly well. Oddly enough, the one thing our Leadership Award winners do best is follow. They follow their clients’ hearts, the spirit and topography of the sites, the exigencies of the budgets. Filtered through their prodigious abilities, this talent for following has lead them to create a remarkably diverse portfolio of custom houses.

Peter Bohlin claims he learned some of his most valuable lessons in residential design by following—all things—trout. “I was a fisherman, and developed a kind of empathy with the trout, where and how they would be moving,” he explains. “I began to understand the nature of the place—its sense of life, a sense of the breeze. I think making terrific places has everything to do with the way we relate to those places. We try to fuel that web of connections that centers around people.”

The houses our winners design are people-pleasers in the best sense of that expression. And the most important person to please is the client. “I’m not a believer in making architecture that disturbs people,” says Centerbrook partner William Grover, FAIA. “It is arrogant of architects to project their own ambitions on clients.”

The partners at Centerbrook learned that lesson from the firm’s founder, icon Charles Moore. “A lot of things in the architectural life push you to give up: timid clients, money issues, value engineering—all these things that normally would fight against good design,” says partner Mark Simon, FAIA. “Chuck would look to all these problems as opportunities. He’d say, ‘OK, how can we make the project more interesting when we edit it down? Not as interesting, more interesting!’ That has stuck with us.”

Maybe some of our leaders’ lessons will stick with you, too. Start reaching for that brass ring now.

Questions or comments? Call me: 202.736.3312; write me: S. Claire Conroy, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: cconroy@hanley-wood.com.
No one will ever credit drywall for making a house mystical.

Design a house. Create a haven. Carefully place light and dark to entice the soul. Tell us what shape. What wood. What color. Tell us...
Keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming, folks.

A Different Perspective

The Perspective article by Jonathan Eck (“Quality Time,” March, page 42) regarding the role of architects—or the lack thereof—in the production housing market is the third article of this nature I’ve read during the last year. Finally! The architectural community at large (well, at small, maybe) is seeing the potential of this market and the design challenges presented within.

I’ve been servicing the builder market for the last 10 years. My client base is made up of some local builders and a couple of builders out of state. All of my work comes to me by word of mouth. Such referrals are based on my reputation for clear, concise working drawings and for home designs that are marketable as well as cost-effective.

The cost-effective part is where so many architects have failed. Most builders have an idea of the target price that they want to present to a given market. That includes a target cost that they can afford to build per square foot of living space. That cost may vary from builder to builder, but to hit that mark, the quality of the design of the “product” will be based on efficient use of standard materials (floor joists, sheathing, roof trusses).

Design must begin with an understanding of these materials and their inherent capacities while creating the product that the builder wants to convey to his market. Too many times, we architects try to design first and force the structure to follow “our” designs. The result is usually a great-looking house with a prohibitive construction cost through materials misused and wasted.
I learned a long time ago to subdue my ego and give the clients what they want. New concept!

Gary M. Wancour
G. Michael Wancour
Architects
Rochester Hills, Mich.

touché

If I can say is “touché” in response to a statement in the January issue’s editorial that I think should go down in architectural history: “But what is the rest of the world to live in? A builder box with a Palladian window?” (“Good Neighborhood Policy,” page 13.)

My colleagues and I live in a state dominated by production/volume builders. They literally define the look of housing here. I guess you hit it on the head: We have no one to blame but ourselves. Your brief but poignant article has caused all of us to rethink our position on designing production homes. Utah doesn’t have to be the Cookie-Cutter-House Capital of the West!

Thank you for your insights.

James Fennell
via e-mail

redlines

In “Architects’ Choice,” in the April issue, we ran the wrong photo for Marvin’s Inswing French Door (page 81). The correct photo and text follow.

head of the glass

Marvin’s Inswing French Door comes in a variety of sizes and configurations, with authentic or simulated divided lights. The company has released several new products over the past year, including a line of swinging screens for its French doors, a double-hung window designed for easy cleaning, and new impact-resistant glass for homes in coastal areas. Marvin Windows and Doors, 888.537.8268; www.marvin.com.

There’s over a century of inspiration in every can of

For more information about specifying Cabot products, call 1-800-US-STAIN ext. 347, or visit www.cabotstain.com/347
HeartTech Super Polymer Siding

There's no secret to the success of HeartTech: A combination of traditional Heartland values and superior technology has resulted in a panel that professionals count on. HeartTech is available in 7 different profiles and in woodgrain and smooth impressions. Its versatility – combined with a complete selection of accessories – is the right answer for almost anything a homeowner could ask for ... or a contractor could need.

Cedar Peaks Super Polymer Siding

Some projects simply demand a little extra. For those challenges, may we present Cedar Peaks. Featuring a thicker .046" gauge. Cedar Peaks is offered in Double 4 1/2" and Double 4 1/2" Dutch Lap profiles. It is further distinguished by the revolutionary Cyclonic Locking System. The specially engineered fold-over design doubles material thickness for increased tear resistance in high winds. Stand up to the weather – and look great doing it – with Cedar Peaks.

* Earn Points – Collect Prizes

Dealers, contractors and builders can earn valuable points on squares of Heartland Cedar Peaks Super Polymer Vinyl Siding and HeartTech Super Polymer Vinyl Siding purchased in April, May, June and July! Points may be redeemed for fabulous prizes from coolers to cruises!

Visit www.heart-land.com for more information

See your Heartland distributor or call Heartland today: 1-800-432-7801
Today's homebuyers are seeing basements as a new level of luxury living. A place for home theaters, guest suites, home offices and more. It's the kind of space they're willing to invest in – which means a whole new level of design possibilities for you. But for basements to offer luxury living space, they must first be reliably dry. Which is why you need the TUFF-N-DRI® Basement Waterproofing System (TUFF-N-DRI) from Koch Waterproofing Solutions. As North America's #1 brand of waterproofing, TUFF-N-DRI has been providing Guaranteed Dry Basements since 1983. Delivering a track record that other water protection products can't touch. TUFF-N-DRI is such a strong performer, it even features a 15-year transferable warranty* with up to $10,000 in coverage. So start seeing basements – and the possibilities – in a whole new light. For a free information kit about TUFF-N-DRI – or for the name of your local Select Waterproofing Contractor – call 800-DRY-BSMT today. Or visit www.TUFF-N-DRI.com.

*A see actual warranty for full details. **Compared to next closest competition, 2000 Residential Architect magazine survey.
©1999 Koch Materials Company. TUFF-N-DRI® is a registered trademark of Koch Materials Company.
lauding lautner

With their arresting geometric forms and wide-open interiors, the homes John Lautner created expanded the boundaries of American residential architecture. Although he was strongly influenced by his mentor, Frank Lloyd Wright, Lautner’s work bore the unmistakable stamp of his own innovative approach to design. “My father’s homes are each an original and there’s no duplication anywhere,” says his daughter Karol Lautner Peterson. “One of his fellow Taliesin apprentices said to me that my father had gone beyond Wright and found a style distinctly his own.”

Viewed as too radical during much of his lifetime, this prolific architect’s work has recently begun to receive the recognition it deserves. Two books about him have been published over the past year; another has been reissued. And now, thanks to the efforts of his daughter and former associates, there’s a foundation dedicated to preserving his legacy.

The idea for the John Lautner Foundation first took shape in Peterson’s mind after her father’s death in 1994. Some six years later, the foundation is up and running. Its immediate goal is to catalog the vast archives of Lautner’s work, but its long-term mission is to “further educate the public on the understanding of his work and principles,” Peterson says. To find out more about the organization, or to volunteer any information you may have about a Lautner house, call 323.951.1061 or visit www.johnlautner.org.

“the purpose of architecture is to improve human life.”

— john lautner
book report: picture perfect

Leland Roth’s *Shingle Styles* and Ann Wall Frank’s *Northwest Style* will look nice on a table in your office. If beauty alone is enough for you, reach for Frank’s tour of residential design in the Pacific Northwest. If you want brains, too, you’ll find Roth’s book a more satisfying browse. Both publications are sorely lacking in floor plans, however, so it’s a stretch to call them serious architecture books.

*Shingle Styles* will interest those with a historicist bent. An architectural historian, Roth explores the Shingle Style movement in American architecture with ample photography and scholarly yet readable text. He presents 30 buildings by eminences like Henry Hobson Richardson and McKim, Mead & White, and by lesser-known architects such as the colorful Kirtland Cutter of Spokane, Wash.

Roth organizes the book chronologically, starting in 1874 in the style’s birthplace of Newport, R.I. He concludes the book nearly a century later with Shingle Style interpretations by Robert A.M. Stern, Robert Venturi, and their contemporaries (the author’s choice of 1982 to close the book seems inexplicably arbitrary).

Roth’s lengthy introduction is the most compelling part of the book. In it, he traces worldwide influences that shaped the exuberantly American Shingle Style. The individual building profiles are well researched and presented, and the photos are lovely indeed. But the dearth of floor plans is frankly frustrating.

Ann Wall Frank’s *Northwest Style* is long on style and nearly devoid of substance. It is graphically crisp, and the houses Frank presents are diverse and well-designed. The author is careful to drop names—of owners, interior designers, and, oh yes, of architects, too. She is far more coy about revealing the ages of the houses she writes about, which leads me to suspect that we are not seeing the region’s most current work.

Enjoy this book for its fine photography, for the text reads like a decorating magazine.—Susan Bradford Barror

---


See what happens when you’re open to suggestions?

our new Clad Casemaster Round Top
Five new products introduced in the last nine months alone. Why so many? Simple. To meet a need. Your needs, for products that are more durable, more consistent, easier to install. Your customers’ needs, for a unique shape, a special size, higher performance or lower maintenance.

At Marvin, we make wood windows and doors in over 11,000 standard shapes, styles and sizes. Add to that our virtually unlimited custom capabilities and the point is this: no matter how simple or complex your project is, we’ve got the ideal solution for you. All you have to do is ask.

For a free catalog, call 1-800-236-9690. In Canada, 1-800-263-6161. www.marin.com
calendar

call for entries for unbuilt architecture
deadline: july 10
boston society of architects

Open to any architect, student, or teacher who wishes to submit “real,” academic, and/or theoretical projects. Visit www.architects.org/news/honors for program guidelines or to print the application.

a way of life: an apprenticeship with frank lloyd wright, 1948–89
through june 23
aia headquarters gallery, washington, d.c.

This photo of Mr. and Mrs. Wright in their Taliesin garden was taken by architect Lois Davidson Gottlieb during her time as an apprentice to Frank Lloyd Wright in the late '40s. The exhibit features 57 of her photographs from Taliesin and Taliesin West. Call 202.626.7387 for gallery hours.

bilbao: the transformation of a city
through july 16
art institute of chicago

This collection of plans, drawings, models, and photographs highlights about a dozen recent architectural projects in Bilbao, Spain. Shown here: Euskalduna Performing Arts and Conference Center, 1999. For more information, call 312.443.3600.

the white house in miniature
through september 17
national building museum, washington, d.c.

Using models, photographs, drawings, and artifacts, this exhibit explores the ways in which the White House has been refurbished, redecorated, renovated, and rebuilt over the past 200 years. The show’s centerpiece is a 10-ton, 60-foot miniature model of the executive mansion. To check museum hours, call 202.272.2448 or go to www.nbm.org.

collecting architecture
through october 13
the athenaeum of philadelphia

This exhibition features highlights from the Athenaeum’s collection of more than 180,000 original American architectural drawings. Shown here: Thomas Ustick Walter’s design for the new dome and wings of the U.S. Capitol. Call 215.925.2688 for more information.

pcbc western building show 2000
june 27–30
moscone center, san francisco

See the newest products and hear nationally known architects speak on current trends in housing design. For details, call 800.956.SHOW or visit www.pcb.com.

aia/los angeles 2000 home tours series
venice, calif., july 9
los angeles, august 6

Explore homes designed by Ron Goldman, David Hertz, Glen Irani, Richard Landry, Antoine Predock, and John Staff, among others. The home shown here was designed by John Staff. For tickets, call 310.785.1809, ext. 52, or e-mail aialosang@aol.com.

d2k: connecting the dots
the aia diversity conference 2000
august 4–6
chicago

The biennial conference of the AIA’s Diversity Committee will focus on practice, design, and leadership. For more information, visit www.e-architect.com/pia/diversity; call 800.242.3837; or e-mail athompson@aia.org.

continuing exhibits

National Design Triennial, through August 6, Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, New York, 212.849.8300; At the End of the Century: One Hundred Years of Architecture (traveling exhibit), through September 24, Geffen Contemporary, Los Angeles, 213.626.6222; The Home Show, including the traveling exhibit The Un-Private House, June 3–August 20, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, 612.375.7622.
AIBD is hosting their 50th Annual Convention in beautiful San Diego, CA. From July 12 thru 16 you'll have the opportunity to interact with fellow designers in educational sessions, leadership meetings, tours and social events. Take advantage of this memorable event developed specifically for custom residential and light commercial building designers.

Contact www.aibd.org.

**CONTINUING EDUCATION EVENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN</th>
<th>THE EVENT</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JUNE 14</td>
<td>Designing for the 21st Century: A Conference in Universal Design</td>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>Showcasing state-of-the-art universal design solutions that address the needs of people at different stages of their lives, and worldwide innovations in environments, products and information technology. Contact Valerie Fletcher at <a href="mailto:adaptive@adaptenv.org">adaptive@adaptenv.org</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE 19</td>
<td>Building Evaluation Training Series One-Week Live Course</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>The architect will be better able to identify some of the most important and common defects in existing homes in such areas as structural, exterior, basic roofing, electrical, plumbing and heating, and air conditioning. Contact Donna Harbuck at <a href="mailto:info@hometraining.com">info@hometraining.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY 8</td>
<td>Solar Hot Water Design and Insulation</td>
<td>Hopland, CA</td>
<td>This class will provide you with a survey of various passive and active solar hot water systems available for domestic and small commercial applications. Contact Karen Hensley at <a href="mailto:isl@rgisl.org">isl@rgisl.org</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY 12-16</td>
<td>AIBD's 50th Annual Convention</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>AIBD’s 50th Annual Convention is the most comprehensive marketplace for building designers to exchange information and ideas and earn continuing education credits. Contact <a href="mailto:aibdnat@aol.com">aibdnat@aol.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 2</td>
<td>Accessibility and Historic Integrity</td>
<td>Alexandria, VA</td>
<td>Learn how to preserve the significance and integrity of Historic structures, while making them accessible to people with mobility, hearing, sight and other disabilities. Contact Jere Gibber at <a href="mailto:info@npi.org">info@npi.org</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How Do You "Raise the Roof" on Your Business?

Start with a foundation of cutting-edge educational programs, including dozens of new and updated sessions.

Then blow it away with new product introductions for the custom electronic design industry — more than you'll find anywhere else!

Add critical networking with manufacturers and the world's leading designer/installers.

CEDIA EXPO 2000 returns to Indianapolis after rave reviews about this fantastic location:

☑ Thousands of hotel rooms within walking distance of the Convention Center
☑ Hundreds of restaurants and nightclubs within walking distance of the hotels
☑ Easy access to everything you want!

No wonder CEDIA EXPO attracts the world's best designers and installers from over 30 countries!

Mark the date on your calendar right now: Sept. 6-10. Then go to the CEDIA web site, www.cedia.org, to learn all about CEDIA EXPO, make hotel reservations and register online.

CEDIA EXPO 2000: Sept. 6-10 in Indianapolis
Raising the Roof on Your Business
INTRODUCING BRILLIANCE® POLISHED NICKEL. IT'S ANYTHING BUT ORDINARY.

Alluring. Mesmerizing. Sophisticated. Delta Select® introduces a spectacular new finish... Brilliance® polished nickel. Exuding a slightly richer, warmer tone than our traditional polished chrome, Brilliance polished nickel opens up a whole new avenue of luxurious expression. Each polished nickel faucet features the Brilliance anti-tarnish finish that protects against corroding, tarnishing or discoloring.* Discover another captivating option for creating continuity throughout the home. From kitchens to bar faucets, from lavatories to tub/showers, the Delta Select® Brilliance® polished nickel finish embodies the essence of today's luxury home. It's anything but ordinary.

A Masco Company

©2000 Masco Corporation of Indiana, Delta Faucet Company, 55 E. 111th St., P.O. Box 40980, Indianapolis, IN 46280

*Call 1-800-345-DELTA (3358) for more information regarding our Lifetime Limited Warranty.

www.deltafaucet.com
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home front

hot house

this house in hot, hip Palm Springs, Calif., won an award for unbuilt projects from the Los Angeles chapter of the AIA. Sited on a hill overlooking the main shopping street, the home will blend right in with that mecca of vintage modernism.

"The design ethic responds to the desert quality, light quality, views, and vista," says Stephen Kanner, FAIA, whose firm, Kanner Architects, Los Angeles, designed the house.

Poured-in-place concrete forms, clad in travertine marble, will become wings that pierce and slide past each other. In a nod to Richard Neutra, the same paving systems go inside and out, linking interior and exterior. Deep overhangs cloak the house in cool shadows, and floor-to-ceiling glass panels on a central pivot welcome the evening and winter air. "Most people in Palm Springs keep their windows closed," Kanner says. "We tried to achieve sculptural forms rather than a wall with little window punches."

The clients, empty-nesters, didn’t need more than 3,000 square feet. But the living areas have a flowing plan and flexible elements such as a room divider in the library that will rotate on wheels to open up an entire kitchen/sitting wing when the space is needed.—cheryl weber
Millennium siding has no equal. We're not kidding.
Specify Wolverine Millennium siding with the patented SmartWall™ System that incorporates the NailTight™ Flexible Hem and PermaFlex™ Suspension Cables. These allow the panel to adjust as homes expand and contract with changes in seasons and temperatures. Or specify the only siding with the "Blow-Off Warranty." Either way, there is no equal. We call this concept SpecLock™.

Comfortable. 

Good looking.

Easy to live with.

(We’re talking about the price)

Introducing the Hearthfire, model CFX-36T gas fireplace. Now you can offer your customer a beautifully designed fireplace with a handsome masonry look.

The patented ceramic fiber refractory provides superb insulation. Plus it helps radiate more heat while creating a wonderful realistic glow.

For more information, call us toll free at 1-888-427-3973.

HEAT-N-GLO

No one builds a better fire

HEAT-N-GLO, A division of Hearth Technologies • 20802 Kensington Blvd., Lakeville, MN 55044 • (612) 985-6000 Fax (612) 985-6001
E-Mail us at: info@heatnglo.com • Visit our web site at www.heatnglo.com
Circle no. 261
Because the Best Windows Are Built Out of Your Imagination

For a FREE catalogue on Kolbe & Kolbe wood or vinyl windows and doors, call 1-800-955-8177 or visit us on the World Wide Web at www.kolbe-kolbe.com.

Circle no. 277
show buzz

More than 40,000 architects and other design professionals braved blustery April weather to gather at the 2000 Kitchen/Bath Industry Show in Chicago. The show featured the latest in kitchen and bath products, as well as lectures and trend forecasts from industry experts. Some oft-mentioned concepts:

**Ease of use.** Integrated drawer systems, “smart” appliances, mobile islands, butcher-block countertops, hanging pot racks, second sinks, quick-cooking ovens (Maytag’s Accellis range is shown at left), commercial-style ranges.

**Universal/accessible design.** Ergonomically placed appliances, varying counter heights, better task lighting, auxiliary kitchens.

**Bath as sanctuary.** Clear or translucent finishes, light blues and greens, natural woods, soft curves, “high-touch” faucets and fixtures.

**Back to nature.** Bamboo and cork flooring, faucets with built-in water filters, indoor and outdoor grills, energy-saving products.

new school

The Prince of Wales’ Institute of Architecture in London closed its doors two years ago, but a similar venture is being reborn on this side of the pond. In May, Andres Duany, Leon Krier, and Ray Gindroz—architects well-known in the New Urbanism movement—launched the Institute for Traditional Architecture.

“The energy and momentum of what had been going on in London needed to be perpetuated,” says ITA executive director Richard John, the former director of the Prince of Wales’ Institute. “The Classical tradition, regional vernaculars, and local crafts are in increasing danger of being lost.”

Based in Miami, the ITA is the brainchild of professors at the University of Miami School of Architecture, though it operates as a legally autonomous organization. It seeks out three types of constituents: architecture grads wanting a remedial course in Traditional design; those in related disciplines, such as landscape architects, builders, and craftspeople; and career changers who need a portfolio to get into a university program or to be considered for advanced standing. For one full year of study, which costs $6,000, the ITA offers a certificate in Traditional design, but no formal education credits.

Paced to allow students to hold down full-time jobs, the year-long program combines local apprenticeships, long-distance learning via the Internet, and three on-site symposia. Students will work with a network of local tutors on nine juried projects throughout the year. Then, says John, “students will send in their work, we’ll assemble a jury in Miami, and students will log on and present their projects.”

The network of tutors also amounts to a kind of support group for Traditional-minded architects who might be excluded from teaching in universities, John adds. “It gives them an opportunity to come together with like-minded practitioners.”

For more information, call 786.268.0147 or go to the ITA’s Web site: http://intranet.arc.miami.edu/rjohn/ita.html.—c.w.
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moving pictures

CAD programs may rule the workaday architectural world, but for client presentations, the pen is still mightier than the computer.

by cheryl weber

Even after poring over a half-dozen computer-generated schemes of his proposed home, architect David Biek's client was still waffling on whether to build the house or sell the lot. Like many lay people, he wasn't fully comprehending all those little black lines. It wasn't until Biek, of Arcadea, in Boulder, Colo., presented a loose, hand-rendered perspective that—voilà!—the design came to life for the client. And, eventually, so did the house.

Given the sophisticated capabilities of today's CAD programs to map out quite precise forms and details, and even virtual walk-throughs, common wisdom would say there's no clearer way to convey a design idea. And yet, just the opposite is often true. When it comes to picturing their homes and communities, clients see best in softer lines.

It's a paradox with which many architects are familiar, and it has to do with both aesthetics and psychology. "There's something about approaching a project from an artistic rather than a mechanical point of view," says Henry Lenny, AIA, an architect and watercolor artist in Santa Monica, Calif. "I never show CAD drawings until clients approve the conceptual and preliminary stages. Particularly if a project has to be approved by an architectural review board, it's a big mistake to show too many computer drawings. The board becomes reluctant to approve them."

a softer sell

One reason is that the more shadowy, quirky, and complex effects of hand drawings give the impression that clients are getting a one-of-a-kind art piece, whereas computer drawings tend to make a house look sterile and mass-produced, no matter how imaginative the design.

"I can't remember a single time when I've shown up in front of a client or review committee where I was sent away to study the house or show alternate ideas," says Lenny, who has designed custom and commercial projects all over the U.S. and France. "And that's not to say the architecture was good. Just that the presentation was so stunning, there was no ambivalence."

Architect Stephen Varenhorst, AIA, of Conshohocken, Pa., who also specializes in high-end custom homes and commercial projects, believes showing clients a loose sketch initially helps them relax and ease into the process. "After the first impression those drawings are left behind," he says. "They reflect where we are at the preliminary stage. We haven't figured everything out yet."

On the other hand, right or wrong, rigid computer drawings scare people by giving the impression the

continued on page 34
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design is done. "It's a funny perception people have about hand drawings," he says. "After the presentation, I start over to refine the design, whereas a computer drawing is easy to manipulate."

As aside from their ability to sell a project by offering that indefinable human touch, hand drawings can also make sense from a cost standpoint. Rather than viewing them as a time-consuming extra step to prepare for a presentation, some architects consider them an integral part of early design-making.

"We probably explore quicker by hand on tracing paper than having someone plugging away on CAD," says Mark Wolf, AIA, of James, Harwick + Partners, Dallas, whose firm specializes in commercial work and multifamily housing. "Besides, we think designers quit exploring and lock in too quickly when they go to CAD. Everything gets neat and crisp and looks like it's done, and it's really not."

Among its 30-member staff, JH+P tries to keep a balance of generalists and those with an outstanding hand. Elevations, and all color renderings
there are certainly times, too, when the computer can give us feedback we can’t get when we’re just sketching, like the transparent effect of glass.”
—david biek, architect

for public presentations, are done in-house. But projects that require the more labor-intensive perspective sketches are sent to outside artists.

Varenhorst, too, explores a design by sketching large on trace or Clearprint paper. Then he’ll reduce the drawing, color it with pencil, scan it into the computer, and make a print to show the client. “It softens the image to another level,” he says. Like JH+P, Varenhorst handles elevations himself. And when a large-format colored perspective is in order, he’ll hire a freelance artist. The cost—typically $2,500 for a 2-foot-by-3-foot board—is passed on to the client in design fees.

big draw
Even production builders, who read bluelines like the back of their hand, prefer loose sketches to sell their

continued on page 38
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At James, Harwick + Partners, artwork is frequently a collaborative effort. For these renderings of two multifamily projects, New York City artist and designer Corvin Matei did the base drawings in pen and ink, and then JH+P associate Bob Bullis, AIA, painted the images with watercolors.

own services. But they’re more selective than commercial clients about paying for elaborate ones. “From a builder’s point of view, cost drives just about every decision,” says Scott McIntyre, McIntyre Batchelor Capron Architects, Paoli, Pa., who designs houses for East Coast builders in a range of price markets. Although he believes builders are less swayed by fancy presentations than private clients are, the firm’s policy is to render all initial drawings—both elevations and perspectives—by hand. Those skills are covered in-house. “Costs are similar to CAD drawings, and we think hand rendering is better in a competitive situation because it makes a project seem more valuable,” McIntyre says. “It’s a level of standard we apply.”

Builder Brian Bailey, of Brian Bailey Homes, Austin, Texas, uses his architects’ freehand drawings for general marketing. “Most of our spec houses are sold just prior to completion of framing, but people call us routinely and ask for information,” he says. “We make 8½-
by-11-inch copies of the sketches to distribute, and also post them on our Web site.”

And for custom clients, whose homes start at $1.5 million and can take two years to complete, the company makes a 24-inch-by-36-inch framed photograph of the drawing. “It really gives the client something to hang on to, like a light at the end of the tunnel,” Bailey says. “We’ll keep a copy in our office, and the architect will keep the original. It’s good marketing for both of us.” Mounted on the wall under the lights, a framed CAD drawing would be unbearably explicit, and fall far short of portraying architecture as the art it truly is.

“The computer does exactly what you want, in the exact manner you want,” says Lenny. “When I wet a watercolor brush, there’s a series of possibilities that happen. The wiggly lines and accidents often set me off in a wonderful, very fortunate direction.”

Cheryl Weber is a freelance writer in Severna Park, Md.
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What the world needs now is another awards program.

Yes, really.

True, *residential architect* magazine has several awards programs already. Our Homes for Habitat competition selects the best plans for a Habitat for Humanity house. Our *residential architect* Design Awards program honors the best built work among a variety of housing categories and the most impressive work on the boards. Both programs have calls for entries, and both are project-driven, juried competitions, during which we editors hold back our opinions and let outside judges make the decisions. But we’re an opinionated bunch and we like to think we know something about residential architects and architecture. We have, therefore, launched one more awards program to recognize bodies of work and leadership in the field of residential architecture. And this time, we did the choosing. We had no call for entries; we simply selected the architects we deemed most worthy, based on our knowledge of their work.

And so, on the pages that follow, we profile our picks for this year’s Top Firm and Rising Star, and we establish a Hall of Fame award for career achievement. We call this program the Leadership Awards, because we believe these architects have set high standards for both design and practice that all residential architects would do well to emulate.

You’ll notice that we’ve given two firm awards: Centerbrook Architects and Planners is our Top Firm of the year; SALA Architects is our Rising Star winner. But we’ve also singled out one individual, Peter Bohlin, of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, for his outstanding career achievement as a designer of beautiful, one-of-a-kind houses and as a leading light among residential architects. He is our first Hall of Fame inductee.

They’re a great group of architects, and their impressive, influential work is reason enough to make room in our magazine for just one more awards program.
“no architect does it alone.

the truth is, i have great partners

and terrific people within our practice.”

—peter bohlin, faia
the partnership of bohlin cywinski jackson does brilliant architecture of all varieties, but we single out peter bohlin for his special contribution to residential design.

by cheryl weber

“What a treat to be an architect!” says Peter Bohlin, FAIA. The charismatic founder of Bohlin Cywinski Jackson has good reason to think so. Once a small practice in the former coal town of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., his firm now has five offices and works with some of the most coveted clients and sites in the country. In the nearly four decades since BCJ began in 1965, it has become renowned for an unusually broad and well-received range of work, from a spectacular log house in the mountains of Maryland to a 2,000-square-foot residence in Seattle; from a Girl Scout camp in Pennsylvania to the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University. In 1994, Bohlin and partners received the American Institute of Architects’ prestigious Architecture Firm Award. And after its coup in the early ’90s—the plum commission, with architect James Cutler, to design Microsoft chairman Bill Gates’ $60 million mansion—there was no turning back from the rush of public attention.

One recent week found Bohlin crisscrossing the country, jetting between clients in Seattle, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, and back to Seattle. But he isn’t complaining about his nomadic lifestyle. “We’ve been lucky to get houses on terrific sites in different parts of the country,” he says, ticking off some
of his current residential projects. “We’re doing a ranch in Montana, a family compound in Rhode Island on beautiful fields stretching between forest and ocean, a summer house on the Michigan peninsula, and a tiny house on the Florida panhandle. I’m involved in all the houses and most of the other buildings. It’s a real treat for me.”

At 63, Bohlin has reached an exhilarating pinnacle in his career. He can’t wait to meet each new client, tape a piece of paper to the drawing board, and, with his trademark intuitive eye, bring a fresh, eclectic perspective to an architectural world he has yet to tire of.

romancing the land
Architecture critic Paul Goldberger has described Bohlin as “a romantic modernist, determined to use the forms of modernism to achieve the emotional impact of traditionalism.” Rather than aspiring to a preconceived aesthetic theory, however, Bohlin believes a building’s highest calling is to evoke human emotion and possess a strong sense of place.

“He is probably the finest intuitive architect I know,” says James Cutler, FAIA, Bainbridge Island, Wash. “When we joint-ventured on Gates, I’d take the rational approach and constantly hammer him to stay on concept, whereas he had a drive to make things visually delightful. He has one of the best eyes of anyone I’ve ever met.”

The small summer house in Connecticut Bohlin designed for his parents, published in *The New York Times* in 1976, is still a prime example of the ethic that defines the firm’s work. The long, slim house is set narrow side to the road, at a point in the forest where dark evergreens give way to a sunny deciduous landscape. It’s clad in cedar, stained green to match the trees. A carefully orchestrated entrance sequence, marked by a series of red landmarks, progresses along a bridge, down some steps to a breezeway, then into a small vestibule. Ahead is the two-story living room, its huge, gridded, industrial corner windows playing off the leafy views. In the sunken living room, a spare fireplace and built-in seating evoke Frank Lloyd Wright’s warm, orderly interiors. The *Times* described the house as at once artistic and practical, airy and anchored to earth. And this sensibility has been remarkably consistent in Bohlin’s work ever since. Whatever the size or purpose, he designs buildings that delight people and bring out the subtleties of their surroundings.

Bohlin’s love for the land traces back to childhood summers spent in Connecticut, near the future summer house. “I was a fisherman, and developed a kind of empathy with the trout, where and how they would be moving,” he says. “I began to understand the nature of the place—its sense of life, a sense of the breeze. I think making terrific places, whether houses or larger buildings, has everything to do with the way we relate to those places. We try to fuel that web of connections that centers around people, whether the site is in the city or country.”

Bohlin had a chance to develop those ideas at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y., where he did his undergraduate work, and while completing a master’s at the Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Mich. And rather than being lured by big city lights, he chose to return to Wilkes-Barre, where his parents lived. “I saw Wilkes-Barre as a way to get out and do buildings immediately,” he says.

an archipelago
BCJ is still headquartered in Wilkes-Barre, where Bohlin lives. Although only Peter Bohlin, Bernard Cywinski, FAIA, and Jon Jackson, AIA, show up in the firm’s name, there are eight partners. The other five—Dan Haden, AIA; Frank Grauman, AIA; Cornelius Reid, AIA; Russell Roberts, AIA; and William Loose, AIA—are scattered between headquarters and offices in Philadelphia, Seattle, Pittsburgh, and Berkeley, Calif. Cywinski describes the 100-person firm as “an archipelago” rather than a main...
"to do well in this profession you

have to be able to schmooze people,

be passionate, count numbers, and

make budgets. Peter has all those traits."

—James Cutler, FAIA
office with branches. "You can't define one office by itself," he says. "The whole sharing of experience between all the offices is what I think gives the richness to the architecture. We have a built-in peer review opportunity."

The setup fosters a warm, egalitarian environment that makes attrition virtually nonexistent. "There's a certain energy in the everyday of this office that inspires people to keep getting better at what they do," Cywinski says. And, in the crossover of work based in other offices, a more global view emerges on how to see a problem. The East Coast offices, for example, often get a heads-up on technologies in experimental stages on the West Coast.

**the large and the small**

The Gates assignment certainly deepened the entire firm's intellectual base on many different levels. It gave the architects the opportunity to research materials, such as the technology of building in timber. "We also had to figure out how to make a sprawling compound livable for two to five people, and how the computer would take its place in the house," Cywinski says. "You don't see one wire; there's nothing to give you a clue that this is the most technologically sophisticated house in the world."

At the new Liberty Bell pavilion on the redesigned Independence Mall in Philadelphia—anther hot commission—BCJ faces the issues of public vs. private space on a much larger scale. "We're placing a tiny object—a bell—in an environment of three very large city blocks," Cywinski says. "How do you give the bell an honorific place but also an independent scale for when the human encounters the bell?"

"We all learn from doing houses," he adds. "They force you to think at that intimate scale for all projects, no matter how large they are."

The challenge is different at Pixar—Apple CEO Steve Jobs' animation and special effects studio that created "A Bug's Life" and the "Toy Story" movies—in Emeryville, Calif. There, the architects need to design for rapidly changing high-tech systems. They also need to create a balanced environment for the workers who inhabit the space.

"The computer is very one-on-one," Cywinski says. "You have to overcome that introversion with spaces that are more social. You can't drain the energy on one end and not recharge it."

**abiding passion**

Collaborating with his staff is one way Bohlin charges up his own energy, and he's quick to acknowledge the talents of those around him. "No architect does it alone," he says. "The truth is, I have great partners and terrific people within our practice. We've chosen each other."

Natural talent notwithstanding, Bohlin has honed an even-handed repertoire of skills crucial to succeeding in his profession. Says Cutler: "In a lot of ways he's extremely practical, but visually he's exuberant. And he's a very savvy guy. You have to be able to schmooze people, be passionate, count numbers, and make budgets. Peter has all those traits."

Where do you go after you've been the architect for the richest man in America? Bohlin wants to continue an experiment the team began at the Gates compound: trying to reveal the nature of building materials by layering them. "Reading a costly material in front of a less expensive one implies it goes on, but it may not," he explains. "The idea has uses for larger buildings for economic as well as psychological reasons." He also looks forward to designing a house almost entirely of composite materials, and expressing them instead of hiding them.

"For now, Bohlin is reveling in learning from each new client and site. "I think we're on a roll as far as having wonderful opportunities to build in many environments and circumstances, from the Bell pavilion, to firms such as Pixar, to houses on interesting sites for interesting people," Bohlin says. "I'm so tickled we have that range.""

Cheryl Weber is a freelance writer in Severna Park, Md.
the whole sharing of experience between all the offices is what gives the richness to the architecture.”

—bernard cywinski, faia
we think of it sometimes as a brotherhood.”

—chad floyd, faia
Rarely has so varied a partnership worked for so long and with so much success as the partners at Centerbrook, a uniquely collaborative architecture firm that sprouted 25 years ago from a seed planted by master eclectic and Yale architecture dean Charles Moore.

Talented, inventive, and divergent—driven more by client desires than the aesthetic leanings of its five partners—Centerbrook Architects and Planners has made a reputation for producing houses that are comfortable, cozy, and conducive to the clutter of life. For its consistently distinguished record of making decidedly American houses, residential architect honors the partnership as this year’s top residential architecture firm in America.

mixing it up
Accolades are nothing new to this team-oriented firm, which employs enough people (80 at last count) to fill an NFL team roster. Since its establishment as Moore Grover Harper, the firm has evolved from a struggling studio to a polished practice that is a model for design accomplishment and business acumen. In 1984, the company renamed itself Centerbrook after the village in Connecticut where the staff resides in a rambling old drill-bit factory overlooking the Falls River. In 1998, its achievements were recognized by the American Institute of Architects with the national Architecture Firm Award.

Centerbrook operates much like five individual studios, with each partner bringing his own projects into the firm.
Such an arrangement yields a design portfolio that defies narrow categorization. “One thing that makes us distinctive is our eclecticism,” says partner Mark Simon, FAIA. “It comes from our willingness to do different things for different people, different things for different sites. And our eagerness to mix things up.”

He and partners William Grover, FAIA, Jefferson Riley, FAIA, Chad Floyd, FAIA, and James Childress, AIA, bring wide-ranging backgrounds to the firm. Grover began his career as an industrial designer at General Motors. Floyd studied drama. Simon was a sculptor. And Riley, who by reputation is the best drawer among the partners, majored in art. Only Childress, whose degrees in fine arts and architecture come from the Rhode Island School of Design, did not pass through Moore’s tutelage at Yale. His indoctrination came at Centerbrook, where he has hung his hat since 1979.

a belief in the client
But Floyd insists it is not training but method that produces so much variety in the Centerbrook portfolio. What makes their houses so different, Floyd says, is that the partners share a belief in making the client the main source of inspiration. “We look to the clients and the site—especially the clients’ dreams and aspirations, their travels, favorite places, what their interests are—and try to respond to that in developing a house that really fits them as well as the site.”

For all the adjectives suitably applied to Centerbrook’s work, “trendy” is not among them—a fact that the partners take pride in. “We work very hard at not being fashionable, but rather at providing built environments that respond to innate human needs and that last forever,” says Riley. “So natural materials, texture, and all the things that humans love are much more important to us than the latest technology.”

In addition to addressing the particulars of a client’s brief, Riley says there are two key things he and his partners provide. The first is clarity of organization. “And the second is emotional impact—we play with spaces that contract and then expand; we manipulate daylight, reflection, materials, and textures,” Riley says.

Simon likens the process to playing a piece of music. “It might be very traditional or very modern. But you play it with your own spirit, you play it with as much artistry as you can give it,” he says. “I think this effort to interpret other people’s visions is a matter of being practiced at what you do. We always strive for freshness and not reproduction—we are not the Ralph Laurens of architecture.”

How they elicit that information from their clients is fundamental to what they design. Grover, for one, asks his residential clients to clip pictures from magazines and then probes to find out what about the picture triggers their emotional response. “Then I ask them to write a one-page essay about what they want this house to be, in philosophical terms.”

Riley, on the other hand, makes a point of visiting residential clients at home. “The communication of thoughts and emotions and needs and so forth is only partly conveyed verbally,” he observes. “There is some other sixth sense that it is the architect’s duty to have.”

tapping into the essence
Although Moore left Connecticut for California more than a quarter of a century ago and died in 1993, his presence at the firm remains palpable. “We long ago stopped copying his shapes, although there are some ideas of his that still sneak through,” says Simon. “And his design ideas aren’t quite as forceful as they used to be.” But Simon believes one lasting influence was a self-imposed demand to do good work—and not give up. “A lot of things in the architectural life push you to give up: facilities managers, timid clients, money issues, value engineering—all these things that normally would fight against good design,” says Simon. “Chuck would look to all these problems as opportunities. He’d say, ‘OK, how can we make the project more interesting when we edit it down? Can we make it more interesting—not as interesting, more interesting!’ That has really stuck with us.”

Moore’s work often strayed toward fantasy environments, but Floyd says that approach has not flourished at Centerbrook as much as the mentor’s ideas about how to create places based on human needs. Consequently, the firm’s emphasis is on making houses that are not only resolved in formal and technical terms, but that also make people feel good. “I’m not a believer in making architecture
“we always strive for freshness and not reproduction—we are not the ralph laurens of architecture.”

—mark simon, faia
that disturbs people," says Grover. "It is arrogant of architects to project their own ambitions on clients." The word that gets bandied about the office is "situationist," a term coined by Floyd to describe a design approach tailored to the particular situation—which encompasses client, locality, zoning board, budget, economy, and the like. With this approach, says Riley, "sometimes the buildings don't even look like buildings. They look like a fence, or a mound of earth, or trees growing out of a marsh. When that happens, you really succeed in tapping into the essence of the place."

Little surprise, then, that there is no signature look to a Centerbrook building. Riley's houses often flood the senses with curvilinear forms and a rush of colors. Simon is prone to invent new forms, as with the Guyott House, which features windows shaped like Gothic arches with one flat side and clipped-off tops. Floyd leans more to the theatrical, choreographing the experience and rotating rooms toward carefully framed views of the outdoors.

brotherhood

Spending time with this group of strong individuals makes one wonder: How do they stay together? Floyd says the partners are bonded by their lifelong familiarity with each other and the shared experience of the firm's early tumultuous years. "But we have instituted a number of processes that help," he says. "We have lunch together every Friday. That is one of the keys to what keeps us sharing and being comfortable with each other, because we operate together on a social plane, as well as on a workaday plane. We think of it sometimes as a brotherhood, not to be gender-specific about it."

Childress stresses that the collaborative nature of the firm also gives the entire staff opportunities for growth. "I'll have a dozen jobs and a dozen people working with me, each one heading up a job. It's not like you design it, hand it to someone and say 'Here, draw what I want.' There's a give-and-take. Obviously, the stronger designers start floating to the top and taking on more and more tasks." Everyone, including the partners, works in open loft space, which makes for a free exchange of ideas and learning by osmosis.

Centerbrook's partners say they look to a variety of
Floyd developed a barnyard scheme with an axial gateway leading to this Lyme, Conn., house (above). Its highlight is a living room designed to seat 30 for duet performances (left). The ceiling and trusses are painted in dark hues that lend a medieval richness to the space.

“we periodically re-examine the situation to decide if we are having fun. if we’re not, we will do something about it.”

—William Grover, FAIA
sources for inspiration, from great buildings seen while traveling, to the mundane details of hotel bathrooms. But the name invoked most enthusiastically is not an architect at all, but a landscape architect—Lester Collins, a frequent collaborator until his death seven years ago. "Before Lester, I tended not to think as clearly about the relationship of the building to the site," recalls Floyd. "Then we began to work with Lester and it was a revelation. I learned as much working with him as I learned working with Charles. He worked with all of the partners on many projects, and I think he had a huge impact on the way we think about making a place. It's very one-dimensional for architects to think only about the building, and not the landscape around the building."

Although Centerbrook began almost exclusively as a residential firm, its growth and prosperity have been driven by a diverse portfolio of university, museum, library, church, and theater projects. Now only 15 to 20 percent of the firm's work is residential, with projects in the works ranging in size from 800 to 6,000 square feet.

**staying in shape**

So why do they keep doing houses? "The best thing in life is to do the things that give you satisfaction—and houses are one of them," says Grover. "But they are tough. It's harder to do a house than to do a $50 million building." Adds Riley: "Just as any athlete keeps tuned up and in shape, houses keep our eye on the ball. They keep us in shape."

The partners also keep themselves charged up creatively with a wide range of interests, architectural and otherwise. After having produced two monographs of their work in the past seven years, they will soon release a third book called *The Enthusiasms of Centerbrook*, an eclectic collection of musings set for publication this year by The Images Publishing Group of Australia.

And what are those enthusiasms? Grover and Floyd are jazz musicians, so Grover wrote about that, as well as his view of architecture as a problem-solving discipline. Floyd focused on his interest in stagecraft, and his effort to approach architecture in the way a scene designer responds to a script. Simon, the son of a sculptor, wrote about his interest in sculpture, which he has taken up again in his middle years.

Childress wrote a chapter about the firm's collaborative process and another on what he calls the search for a house's genetic code. Riley's chapters reflect on the pursuit of happiness vs. the pursuit of joy and his appreciation of villages as a metaphor for single buildings.

Subtly, of course, these enthusiasms make their way into Centerbrook's architecture—whether in the syncopated openings of a wall, a sequence of experiences scripted by the flow of space, or a central room where the household village gathers for meals and entertainment. In a sense, these houses are like the fruits of a garden, cross-pollinated by architects who draw from each client and each site to produce a solution that is, in their way of working, organic.

"Design requires an act of selflessness," Riley muses. "T.S. Eliot said the whole creative act is one of letting go of yourself. You really have to get to the point where you are not pursuing something. You have to get to the point where you are discovering joys that are already there."

Vernon Mays is editor of *Inform*, the architecture and design magazine of the Virginia Society AIA.

Simon and Childress worked with landscape architect Lester Collins to create this soothing urban garden. Against the backdrop of a Victorian house built in the Gothic style, they defined an outdoor room with trellises and flower walls.

This addition in the Hudson River Valley by Riley and associate Charles Mueller extends outward from a 19th-century farmhouse like a string of barns (top). Fir paneling and stylized "trees" inside the great room recall Adirondack lodges (above).
“communication is only partly conveyed verbally, there is some other sixth sense that it is the architect’s duty to have.”

—jefferson riley, faia

Riley and senior associate Jean Smajstrla envisioned this vacation house as a fantastic ship, with berths inside and decks at different levels (above). The residence features a screened “bow house” (left) and, at its highest point, a pinnacle deck commanding a 360-degree vista of harbor and ocean.
"we never thought we'd end up as a primarily single-family residential firm."

—dale mulfinger, aia
If SALA Architects were a public company, Wall Street analysts would be warning investors to steer clear of its stock. The 17-year-old Minnesota firm recently changed its name, giving up the national brand recognition it had earned as Mulfinger, Susanka, Mahady & Partners with its 1999 Life magazine Dream House design. One of its two founding partners resigned last summer. Most of SALA’s 35 employees cheerfully admit that they still do their drafting by hand, rather than on the computer. And the firm continues to include small remodels and additions in its nearly exclusively residential portfolio, rather than concentrating only on more lucrative, attention-grabbing big houses. But Wall Street analysts aren’t the ones who decide who gets the most work; clients are. And clients have been beating down SALA’s door, at its offices in bustling Minneapolis and picture-perfect Stillwater, Minn., for years. They’re attracted to the firm’s relaxed atmosphere. They’re intrigued by its sensible design strategies. And they’re delighted by the personal attention they receive as a consequence of its lateral structure. None of these qualities are part of a planned positioning scheme or a carefully controlled image. They’re simply the ideals upon which SALA was founded, and to which the firm has held fast throughout its history.
Flashback

In 1983, Dale Mulfinger was a professor of architecture at the University of Minnesota (he still is) and Sarah Susanka was a teaching assistant. Both architects were doing small additions and remodels on the side, "to pay the rent," as Mulfinger puts it. The pair collaborated on a house based on the seminal architecture text *A Pattern Language*, and the partnership of Mulfinger & Susanka was born. "We never thought we'd end up as a primarily single-family residential firm," Mulfinger remembers. "Sarah's specialty was energy-efficient design, and mine was really multi-family. But houses were what people were asking us to do. The market told us what they wanted, and we realized that's what we should aim for."

That instinctive ability to connect with their market—and to recognize an even larger, untapped market—set the firm apart from other residential architects struggling to find commissions. Mulfinger and Susanka realized right off the bat why people weren't hiring architects to design their houses: They didn't know they could afford to. "Dale and I were absolutely convinced that there was this market, under our noses," says Susanka, who left the firm after the smashing success of her 1998 design book, *The Not So Big House*, to concentrate on writing and lecturing. "We just kept tapping into it."

They spread the word about their populist-minded firm in smart, common-sense ways that most residential architects hadn't thought of: setting up a booth at the annual Minneapolis Home and Garden Show, writing articles for local and national publications, and conducting community workshops on how to work with an architect. Their efforts paid off. Within a few years, the pair was busy designing everything from kitchen remodels to million-dollar homes.

All the while, they kept their rates reasonable, with a vast menu of services clients could choose from, starting with rough sketches and ending with full project management. In doing so, they lured clients away from builder-designed houses and convinced them to trade a little square footage for a lot more livable house. "We figured out how we could give people the most bang for their buck by eliminating wasted space," Susanka says. "Even rich people could appreciate that."

Growth Margin

By 1991, Mulfinger and Susanka had more work than they could handle. They added another partner, Michaela Mahady, and changed their name to Mulfinger, Susanka, Mahady & Partners. The name reflected a desire to continue expanding. "We always knew there would be other partners," Mulfinger says.

The horizontal structure they had established was designed to accommodate growth; each partner handled a project independently from start to finish, so more architects simply meant the firm could accept more commissions. The unique setup, more like that of a law firm than a traditional architecture firm, also gave young architects the opportunity to do more substantive work than they'd be able to do elsewhere. "Right away, I was able to dive into projects and develop relationships with..."
Its storybook appearance and livable floor plan have made Maple Forest, in Minnetrista, Minn., one of the firm’s most high-profile projects. It was designed by Michaela Mahady, Wayne Branum, and M. Christine Johnson.

"right away, I was able to dive into projects and develop relationships with clients."

—michaela mahady, aia
clients,” recalls Mahady, a former student of Mulfinger’s.

The firm continued to grow throughout the ’90s, creating an associate level for newcomers. Incoming architects serve at the associate level for a minimum of two years, then are eligible for promotion to partner. Associates manage smaller projects autonomously and work with partners on the larger ones. The system requires a hefty amount of trust between the experienced and less experienced architects; luckily, that faith is in abundant supply in both the downtown converted warehouse that houses the Minneapolis office and the quaint storefront containing the Stillwater branch.

“This office is unlike any architect’s office I’ve ever seen,” says associate Paul Hannan, who had his own practice for 10 years. “Everyone helps everyone else improve. You do better work when you’ve got that kind of support.” Interns and students, too, are part of the equation—a big part, according to Mulfinger. “We’ve probably had 200 of them work here over the history of the firm,” he says. “We have to spend time educating them about the way we do things. But they bring a lot of positive energy to the office.”

good vibrations

That exuberance propels the firm briskly into the new millennium. SALA had revenues of $2.3 million and completed 233 projects in 1999. The firm has projects on the drawing boards or under construction in 18 states and in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Along the way, it has rewritten conventional wisdom, turning what may look like liabilities into assets. The new name, which translates into “a special room” in Latin-based languages, zeroes in on the firm’s philosophy. “Having our name be a single word instead of the partners’ surnames shows that we’re not structured traditionally, with just a few principals in control,” says Mahady. And Susanka’s departure hasn’t left the architects feeling abandoned. Instead, it’s demonstrated the strength of the firm’s organization.

Why, in the computer age, do most of SALA’s architects still draw by hand? Because they enjoy it. Many of them claim it’s faster than drawing a house digitally. And their reluctance to relinquish smaller projects is based on practicality, not sentimentality: Doing remodels and additions, they say, keeps their design skills sharp.

SALA’s wisest strategy of all may be its kid-glove treatment of its employees. Each architect is encouraged to discover and hone his or her particular talents. For example, partner Katherine Hillbrand specializes in designing timber-frame houses, while partner Joe Metzler is known for historic preservation work. To encourage the pursuit of their passions, all full-time employees receive a $1,200-per-year “professional development” stipend, which they can use as they please. A company retreat at a nearby lake resort is held every couple of years, and each January the firm holds an open house for its employees, clients, and colleagues in the home building industry.

Career development isn’t the only perk SALA offers. In fact, it supports any pursuit that contributes to its employees’ quality of life. Partner Kelly Davis works a flexible schedule from 6:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. so he can indulge his enthusiasm for afternoon rowing on the St. Croix River. Michaela Mahady is a talented stained-glass artist whose work graces many SALA projects. And employees at the Stillwater office drink out of mugs created by partner Wayne Branum, who is also a potter.

SALA’s holistic approach attracts skilled people and frees them to do their best work. It’s largely responsible for the firm’s rising-star status, and it virtually guarantees an ever-widening universe for the practice. “They ask you what you’re interested in and give you a chance to do that,” says one intern. “It’s an incredibly nurturing environment.” ra
A Minnesota farmhouse by Jean Larson (above left) and a Minneapolis remodel by Joe Metzler (above) both showcase a SALA hallmark: painstaking attention to detail.

"everyone helps everyone else improve. You do better work when you’ve got that kind of support."

—Paul Hannan
Your Feature in residential architect

The Ultimate Opportunity

Your company is featured in residential architect. Share this honor with your clients and associates through professional custom reprints—marketing materials that are as unique as your designs.

- Include with marketing materials, proposals, and plans
- Display in your office
- Distribute at trade shows and events
- Create a direct mail piece
- Reinforce your professional standing with clients

To order reprints of your company’s feature from this issue call Lisa Abelson (877) 734-6650
Minimum order 500 reprints

For quality interior and exterior urethane products that add value and beauty to your projects, choose Architectural Accents®

- 1000's of Standard and Custom Products available
- Low Maintenance
- Clean Lines and Sharp Detail
- Easy Installation
- Short Lead Times
- Courteous and Reliable Service
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There Are Three Ways To Beat the Competition:

WORK HARD
WORK SMART
WORK TOGETHER

September 21-22
Aladdin Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

20 INFORMATION-PACKED EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS

Produced by:
Builder
Home Builders Network

Sponsored by:
Alside
Fortune Brands
CORIAN
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For free product literature and to find the dealer nearest you, call 800/446-3040 or visit our website at www.style-mark.com

Call 1-800-774-2537 or email teambuilder@hanley-wood.com for registration and play-by-play information.
Over 1,000 house plans from BUILDER magazine now available on CD-ROM

A collection of more than 1,000 house plans from the nation's top architects and designers

- Menu-driven format makes it easy to find exactly the type of plan you are looking for
- Includes elevations, floor plans, pricing information, specs and online ordering
- Direct links to Weather Shield's Web site and BUILDER Online's House Plans database

Compatible with both Windows and Macintosh-based computer systems.

Sponsored by:
Weather Shield
Windows & Doors

Just $29.95 plus $5.00 for shipping and handling

Order today
Call 1-800-241-BLDR

For INFORMATION:
RAIS & WITTUS INC.
23 HACK GREEN ROAD
POUND RIDGE, NY 10576
PHONE: 914-764-5679
FAX: 914-764-0029
www.raiswittus.com

Give your customers the power to control the Sun. Simply install a retractable awning made with Sunbrella® fabric and a Somfy® motor. With the touch of a button they can create a shady outdoor space that keeps them comfortable and cool. In fact, Sunbrella solution-dyed acrylic fabric doesn’t trap heat. It protects carpets and furniture from fading. And it comes in over 100 styles and colors, so they can pick the perfect shade. For more information, visit our web sites.

sunbrella
www.sunbrella.com

SOMFY
www.somfysystems.com

The Sun will come out tomorrow. But only if you want it to.
au naturel

Color Wash paints give walls a translucent watercolor look while adding texture to flat surfaces. The paints are composed completely of natural materials, including clay, food-grade preservatives, and fine pigment powders made of earth and rock. BioShield Paint Co., 800.621.2591, www.bioshieldpaint.com.

historically speaking

The Historical Colors of America paint collection was inspired by such American eras as the Colonial and Greek Revival periods. The color palette, a joint effort between the manufacturer and the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, is the result of research and analysis of historic buildings, such as the 18th-century home shown here. Some colors were matched to actual paint shavings. California Paints, 617.547.5300.

—katy tomasulo

got milk?

These organic milk-based wall paints, reminiscent of 18th-century casein paints, have a classic matte finish that is richer and deeper than that of regular coatings. Colors include seagull gray, ocean, and butternut; each coordinates with the company’s custom interior design fabrics. Silk Trading Co., 800.854.0396, www.silktrading.com.
Dan Stokes,
Product Testing Manager

It doesn't rain all the time in Bend, Oregon. Only when Dan Stokes wants it to. You see, Dan tests the seals of our wood windows to help ensure your customers' satisfaction. Thus, the 8 inches of rain per hour. Hurricane force, 155 m.p.h. winds, and countless other Dan-made extremes. Thanks to a sturdy 20/10-year warranty, our windows are an attractive choice you can live with. After all, they've already had to live with Dan.

It's either the wettest
spot on earth or the driest.
Depending which side of our window you're on.

Handcrafted in Bend, Oregon.™
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mantel magic

hidden support systems help keep these two designs simple.

by rick vitullo, aia

Mantels play a special role in the American home. They often serve as the focal point of important rooms—such as the living room—where functions that bring together family and friends take place. Captured in photos, trophies, and mementos, a family’s proudest moments rest on the mantel, demonstrating to visitors the soul and character of this particular clan. Thus, it makes sense architecturally for the design of the mantel itself to embody the soul and character of the surrounding house.

Such was the idea behind these two mantels by San Francisco architect Dan Phipps, which preside over the living rooms of two local Modern houses. Although they occupy separate homes, each mantel reflects the pared-down simplicity of its environment. In particular, hidden support systems keep fussy details to a minimum.

In the first house, Phipps wanted a maintenance-free material for the mantel that would match the color and feel of the redwood trees outside. So he used Cor-Ten steel for both the framing and the mantel itself; when rusty, the metal mimics almost perfectly the distinctive hue of redwood bark. (By “watering” the steel daily with a spray bottle while it was on the construction site, the owner hastened the rusting.)

continued on page 70
For some a unique style exudes from everything they do. It’s who they are. How they live. They are not the types to see a roof merely for its functional purposes. It’s a chance for expression. With MiraVista® roofing you can give them both.

The look offers a variety of distinctive textures, shapes and colors to choose from. Not only that, but they install easily. And they give you a specialty roof that performs great as well.

So if you’ve got customers looking to make a bold statement of style - suggest they shout it from the rooftop. It’s not a roof. It’s MiraVista® specialty roofing. www.owenscorning.com/1-800-GET-PINK

She, has an extensive collection of Miles Davis records.

They, both have a fondness for Mexican Folk art.

So. What are you going to put on their roof?
There really are as many ways to install COR-A-VENT’s S-400 Strip Vent as there are eave construction details. 1” x 1 1/2” x 4’ cross section gives you maximum soffit/eave ventilation (9 sq. in/lineal foot) in a minimum space. S-400 fits narrow spaces where other vents can’t, like zero overhangs. The durable 4’ PE sections are available in black or white. It’s crush resistant so you can install with a power nail gun. Pair up S-400 with any of COR-A-VENT’s ridge vent products for an unbeatable system.

Open Rafter Application

Engineered Truss Application

Stucco Application

Zero Overhang Application

Extended Overhang Application

S-400 Strip Vent

9 sq. inches of NFVA/lineal foot

The Leader in Innovative Rooftop Ventilation®

COR-A-VENT, Inc.
P.O. Box 428 • Mishawaka, IN 46546-0428
Phone: (800) 837-8368 • Fax: (800) 645-6162
E-mail: info@cor-a-vent.com
Website: www.cor-a-vent.com
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Building products are the lifeblood of the residential construction industry and how they move from manufacturer through distribution to builders and remodelers impacts the profitability of every house built or remodeled.

In this groundbreaking research, Price-waterhouseCoopers conducted over 200 in-depth interviews with remodelers, home builders, dealers/retailers, distributors/wholesalers and manufacturers and convened two industry roundtables to document the changing trends in building products distribution.

It's one-of-a-kind research, sponsored by PROSALES, REMODELING and BUILDER magazine, the three key industry publications serving dealers/distributors, wholesalers, builders and remodelers.

What you'll get
- The eight major trends affecting the building product distribution channel
- The forces driving those trends
- Who will win and who will lose
- What conflict among the players in the channel means to you

Order Your Copy Now!

Call, mail or fax your order to:
Hanley-Wood, LLC
Reprint Department
One Thomas Circle, N.W.,
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
Fax: 202-785-1974
202-736-3446 weekdays
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. EST

$995 + $3.75 shipping*
Total $ __

Please provide us with your name, address, telephone number, credit card number and expiration date.

* To order more than one copy, please contact us.

Superior Clay Rumford Fireplaces
Throats, Smoke Chambers, Dampers Instructions

Tall and elegant... the fireplace that keeps you warm
Based on the principles of Count Rumford, the streamlined throats and smoke chambers installed in masonry fireplaces built to our specifications radiate more heat to the room, waste less heat up the chimney and burn more cleanly.

Phone: 740-922-4122
1-800-848-6166
http://www.rumford.com

STOP SQUEAKS!

Squeaky Subflooring is the most common reason for new homeowner complaints and call-backs.

The Solution is quick, easy and inexpensive.
Screws provide superior pull-down strength and long term holding power for non-squeak floors - at move in, and for years to come.

It's never been easier. The QD2000® Auto-Feed Screw System is ergonomically friendly, eliminates fastener waste and drives screws with labor saving speed.

Quik Drive offers fasteners for drywall, decks, steel framing, tile underlayment and more.
Phipps made the 335-pound steel beam that serves as the mantel appear to float above the fireplace by hanging it from hidden steel angles. He closed off the ends of the beam with Cor-Ten steel cover plates, which are attached with hidden welds. The surface of the steel is sealed with beeswax.

In the second house, Phipps also used steel as a finish material, but in this case as a facing for the fireplace surround. The mantel itself is concrete, a material that shows up elsewhere in the house in the form of tiles. He hired Dave Holsenback, of Reification, also in San Francisco, to “patinize” the steel with a special acidic process that lends the metal a rich, warm character. And he hired specialists from the local firm Buddy Rhodes Studio to give the concrete a unique, earthy look of its own. They dry-packed the concrete into forms, which created little air pockets on the surface that were later filled with a lighter-color grout. The finished material boasts the texture of travertine and—thanks to coloring agents—the color of limestone.

Early in the process, while the concrete was still malleable, Phipps had cast a long, deep slot into the rear of the mantel. Hanging the finished piece involved sliding a 48-inch-long steel anchor plate attached to the wall framing into this slot.

Rick Vitullo, AIA, is founder and principal of Vitullo Architecture Studio, Washington, D.C.

got an idea?
Share clever design and construction details with your peers. Submit sketches, construction drawings, and descriptions to: Hands On, residential architect, One Thomas Circle, N.W., Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20005.
We're committed to the future! At EAGLE Window & Door we continue to offer a rich heritage of superior craftsmanship. Many of our employees are second- or third-generation window crafters, and remain the strength and heart of our business. That's why we're reinvesting in our community by building a new, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility. From the oldest, continually-operated window and door facility in the country (circa 1860's) to the newest, EAGLE is dedicated to carrying on a long-standing tradition. Isn't it time you experience a legacy in the making?

For information about EAGLE, call (800)453-3633 or visit our website at www.eaglewindow.com.
Quality Clay Roofing Tiles, Handcrafted Chimney Pots, and Accessories; Imported From Europe.

The Northern Roof Tile Sales Co. Inc.
(905) 627-4035 Fax (905) 627-9648
E-mail: nrts@wchat.on.ca www.northernrooftiles.com
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**TAMLYN / FIBER CEMENT SYSTEM SOLUTIONS**

**Using Fiber Cement?**
Don't forget Tamlyn PVC Accessories, perfect complementary products that make homes more appealing and reduce maintenance.

**LAPSTART™ STARTER STRIP**
U.S. Patent #5,916,095
Lapstart™ Starter Strip sets the bottom course right while providing needed impact support.

**PANELSTART™ STARTER STRIP**
U.S. Patent #5,916,095
Panelstart™ Starter Strip helps install vertical siding panels correctly to validate warranty.

**SNAPVENT® EZVENT®**
U.S. Patents #5,799,446 #5,937,592
Snapvent® Ezvent® PVC continuous soffit vents are the best looking, most frame-friendly vents available. Provide 9 sq.in./foot intake air flow needed to balance with exhaust vents and comply with International Building Code (50% intake / 50% exhaust) and shingle warranty requirements. Vent all sides of the home. Also vent garages to increase comfort and safety.

**PERMACORNER® INSIDE CORNER H MOlD/ PLANKSEAM™ LAP SIDING CLIP**
U.S. Patent #5,960,598
Resembles a wood corner piece without the maintenance headaches.

H Mold covers seams of vents and lap siding, replaces caulk which often disappears within a year.

**For info on becoming a Solatube Distributor call:**
800 966 7652

**Solatube**
The Miracle Skylight

Solatube daylighting is the easiest, most affordable way to bathe your home in radiant, natural light. Solatube's ingenious, patented design features super-reflective, space-age materials that capture and channel maximum light directly where you need it. Great for drary rooms, hallways and bathrooms. Compare Solatube with any other skylight. You'll see the difference is night and day.

- 10", 14" & 16" sizes available
- Costs less than conventional skylights
- Easily installs in about 2 hours without major construction
- Professional installation available
- Accommodates virtually any roof
- 10-year product warranty

**A Solatube skylight is the easiest, most affordable way to bathe your home in radiant, natural light.**

**Circle no. 385**
It's amazing the difference a Boen Hardwood floor can make in almost any room. It can be installed in a day. That's the Boen difference. For more information write:

Boen Hardwood Flooring
350 Hollie Drive
Bowles Industrial Park
Martinsville, VA 24112

www.boen.com • Circle No. 401


Bear Creek Lumber
Website: www.bearcreeklumber.com or call (800) 597-7191 for pricing
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Architect’s Showcase

A Home Made Better

"Your pride of workmanship added to our enjoyment of the whole process. We treasure our timber frame. Thank you all for making the experience as well as our home so wonderful."

Robert Brooks, Shaftsbury, VT

Vermont Timber Frames
7 Pearl Street, Cambridge, NY 12816
PH: 518-677-8860
Website: www.vtf.com
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Chippendale Wood Storm/Screen Doors

The touch that enhances the classic look of your home. Recapture the colonial attention to detail with our mahogany doors... for a first impression that will last a lifetime. For a free brochure of available designs, write to:

800-288-6767
www.taylorbrothers.com
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Versa Tile 2000

Not since Michelangelo has anyone given as much thought to a ceiling as Architectural Products by Outwater, with the introduction of Versa Tile 2000, their line of rigid Polyurethane “Drop-in” Ceiling Tiles. Made from non-polluting, biodegradable materials, each 2’x2’ tile fits standard 15/16” suspended ceiling channel grid systems and can be outfitted with lighting, ventilation and surface mounted speaker systems. Lightweight, strong and impervious to moisture and insects, Versa Tile 2000 won’t break, stain or chip, making it the perfect alternative to fragile gypsum and plaster tiles.

Free Catalog.

Architectural Products by Outwater
Call 1-800-835-4400 • Fax 1-800-835-4403
Web site: www.outwater.com
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Setting the National Standard in Residential Lighting Design and Control

Spectrum sets the national standard for interior and exterior residential lighting & control design.

Circle No. 408

Glenn M. Johnson, IC, IALD
residential lighting designer
800-678-7077 e-mail glennj@sdesign.com
www.sdesign.com/resident.html
Summit Door, Inc.
Custom wood sectional garage doors. Unlimited variety of wood species and design possibilities. Create your own design or choose one of ours. Available through our dealer network or direct to the builder. Call our office or fax us your blueprint. Toll free (888)SMT-DOOR. Fax (909) 272-6367. Visit us at www.summit-door.com. Circle No. 409

Eternit
Bucks Corporate Center, Reading, PA 19605 USA (800) 233-3155 Tel (610) 926-0100 Fax (610) 926-9232 Email: RonHruz@EternitUSA.com Web: www.EternitUSA.com Circle No. 410

Royal Corinthian

ROYAL CORINTHIAN INC.
PREMIUM SYNTHETIC COLUMNS AND BALUSTRADE SYSTEMS
Jobsite delivery. • Durable and long-lasting for both interior and exterior applications. • Wide variety of sizes, styles, and finishes. • Custom orders
Patent pending balustrade system, which was designed by engineers, is easy to install.

CALL 888-265-8661
www.royalcorinthian.com FAX: (630) 876-3098 Circle No. 411

All New!
Marvin Clad Ultimate Double Hung
New brochure details Marvin's completely redesigned Clad Ultimate Double Hung window. Includes beautiful color photographs and information on this innovative cladwood double hung. Easy-to-read construction details and standard sizes are included. (FREE) (888) 537-8268 Circle No. 411
Beveled Glass Works
Design an entry that welcomes you home. Beveled Glass Works carries an array of styles to choose from that complements any home. Standard and custom sizes and designs, including pre-hung and pre-finished doors systems are available in their catalog by calling 800-421-0518 or visiting their website at www.beveledglassworks.com.
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Finlandia Saunas are a cut above the rest with highest quality materials and old country craftsmanship. In fact, we still use 1"x4" wall and ceiling boards, while our competitors use only 3/4"x4". That's why more architects and builders come back to Finlandia again...and again...for easy and trouble free installation of any standard or custom size, as well as best finished product.
Finlandia Sauna Products, Inc.
14010-B SW 72nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97224
800-354-3342 or Fax 503-684-1120
www.finlandiasauna.com
finlandiasauna@worldnet.att.net
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Finally, low-cost protection against washing machine leaks and floods!

Designer inspired
- new construction
- older homes
- apartments
- condominiums

Without Equal

Clay roofing tile superbly and firmly bonds any dwelling to its environment. Visit our international showcase; browse the patterns and colors that will impart this natural ambiance to your residence.

from the Company You Know...

www.thetileman.com

1.888.263.0077 • 520 Vaiden Road, Louisburg NC 27549

Your Feature In residential architect The Ultimate Opportunity

Your company is featured in *residential architect*. Share this honor with your clients and associates through professional custom reprints—marketing materials that are as unique as your designs.

- Include with marketing materials, proposals, and plans
- Display in your office
- Distribute at trade shows and events
- Create a direct mail piece
- Reinforce your professional standing with clients

To order reprints of your company's feature from this issue call (202) 736-3446
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The Vacuum for 2000 and Beyond™
New Central Vacuum
Easy as...
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Cubby Vac
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Architect/Designer Version
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Pierre Chareau’s Maison de Verre (glass house) in Paris inspires on many levels. It’s a fine example of client patronage; it successfully links art and finance, and living and work.

Inserted into an 18th-century town house, the 1932 home and doctor’s office is an unapologetic solution to the urban exigencies of re-use and reconstruction. Chareau used these constraints as stimuli. Despite a radical intervention, there is a humility that derives from specificity. There appears to be no intent to influence anyone or anything beyond the place itself. The house is rational, not theoretical. Inside, the application of fittings obscures the boundaries between architecture and furniture, design and fabrication.

The Maison de Verre exists in contrast to the contemporary assumption that transparency is the way to blur the distinction between inside and outside. Chareau blurs it literally, collecting the phenomena of the outside world in hundreds of glass panels, whose flecked and faceted texture resembles skin. The favor is returned in the evening, with the interior world projecting through the same glass screen.

Michael Ryan is principal of Michael Ryan Architects in Loveladies, N.J.